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Abstract The aim of this study was to investigate conve-

nient spectroscopic evaluation method of Para rubber

quality. Ultra violet–near infrared (UV–NIR 370–1085 nm)

spectra of latex were measured in transmittance mode. Cal-

ibrations for total solid content (TSC) and dry rubber content

(DRC) were developed using spectral data set with aid of

partial least square regression analysis using 57 samples.

UV–NIR spectra of latex provided good regression models

between measured and predicted values of TSC and DRC

with determination coefficient for cross-validation of 0.96

and 0.97, respectively. The ranks were 2 and 1, respectively.

This study suggests high accuracy in-line quality control of

latex using UV–NIR spectroscopy. The long wavelength

NIR spectra of bark were scanned to check the feasibility of

on-site evaluation of latex quality by measuring the NIR

spectra of standing tree. From the observation of near

infrared spectra, it was shown that there was more latex

signal in outer part of wood bark than in inner part of wood

bark. This result suggests that the focal point should be on the

outer part of bark to get the signal of latex when we measure

the spectra of standing tree.

Keywords Natural rubber � Latex quality �
UV–NIR spectroscopy � PLS

Introduction

Para rubber tree (Hevea brasiliensis) is a major economically

important bio-resource because its sap-like extract (known as

latex) can be collected and is the primary source of natural

rubber. The white or yellow latex occurs in latex vessels in the

bark, mostly outside the phloem. According to world food and

agriculture organization (FAO) statistics, in 2010, Thailand

produced the highest quantity (3,051,780 metric tons) of

natural rubber in the world followed by Indonesia (2,788,300

metric tons) and Malaysia (858,900 metric tons) [1]. Inter-

national Rubber Study Group (IRSG) estimated the produc-

tion of Para rubber of the world in 2011 to be 10.7 million tons

which is more than that of the year 2010 (10.2 million tons)

[2]. Main Para rubber products include field latex, concen-

trated latex, rubber sheet, crepe, and block rubber. Incisions

are made orthogonally to the latex vessels, just deep enough to

tap the vessels without harming the tree’s growth, and the sap

is collected in small buckets. It is known that harvesting can be

started once the trees are 5–6 years old. The field latex is the

primary raw material for other processes. Total solid content

(TSC) and dry rubber content (DRC) of field latex are the most

important parameters in trading. However, the conventional

wet-lab measurement procedures in terms of these parameters

are time consuming and require technical experts. Therefore,

it is preferable to introduce convenient evaluation technique at

in-line process for rubber products or on-site work of Para

rubber tree plantation.
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NIR spectroscopy, which is rapid, inexpensive, non-

destructive and precise technology, is one of the best

methods for the prediction of TSC and DRC. NIR spec-

troscopy has been investigated in evaluation of wood

properties such as chemical components, anatomical or

pulping traits and mechanical properties [3–8]. Furthermore,

Rittiron et al. [9] recently reported that a handheld NIR

spectrometer could be useful as an evaluation of moisture

content of rubber sheet. Marinho and Monteiro [10] reported

the determination of cis- and trans-polyisoprene, which are

main chemical components of rubber, using NIR spectros-

copy. Sirisomboon et al. [11] reported the accurate predic-

tion of apparent viscosity of Para rubber field latex and

concentrated latex over the range of 1000–2500 nm. The

reports strongly suggest that NIR technique is applicable for

nondestructive measurement of Para rubber. Actually, other

electromagnetic wave region (i.e., UV and visible light

region where there is the absorption due to electron transi-

tion, and THz region where there is the absorption due to

molecules rotation transition) might be also useful to eval-

uate rubber quality. As time-effective and cost-effective

evaluation tool is required in latex processing factory, we

investigated the application of ultra violet–near infrared

(UV–NIR) spectra of latex collected for the quality control

of latex. The UV–NIR spectrophotometer is cheaper and

smaller than NIR spectrometer. Furthermore, we measured

NIR spectra of bark cut from the standing trees to check the

feasibility of NIR spectroscopy for on-site evaluation at

rubber tree plantation.

Materials and methods

Samples and spectral measurement

Harvested latex was measured using UV–NIR

(370–1085 nm) spectrophotometer in transmittance mode

(Type A: AvaSpec-2048-USB2-VA-50, Avantes, the

Netherlands). DRC and TSC were predicted using each

spectrum with aid of partial least square regression (PLS-R)

analysis.

57 latex samples and 21 bark samples were taken from

13-, 19-, and 20-year old Para rubber trees for the experi-

ment. Trees of each age were randomly selected from the

commercial Para rubber orchards of NY rubber company in

Nongyai district, Chonburi province, Thailand. In the

rubber plantation, incisions are made orthogonally to the

latex vessels, just deep enough to tap the vessels to take

latex. The latex flowed down along the cut line into a bowl

overnight and it stopped flowing in the morning. The latex

of each tree was collected and the yield measured by

weighing. Then latex samples were immediately brought to

the factory. UV–NIR spectra of latex were measured in

transmittance mode using 10 9 5 mm quartz cell (optical

path length 5 mm, wavelength range 370–1085 nm,

wavelength interval 0.6 nm, wavelength resolution

2.4 nm). As shown in Fig. 1, bark consists of some cells.

Periderm is the outmost layer which consisted of non-

living cells. Cortex is developed from ground meristem and

consisted mostly of parenchyma cells. There are also

sclereid cells or stone cells and latex vessel called laticifer.

Hard bark exists between cortex and inner bark. There is

high density of stone cell which make the latex vessel

incomplete and hard texture of bark. Soft bark exists

between hard bark and cambium. In this study, we also

took bark samples back to laboratory to measure the NIR

spectra. Bark samples were divided into outer part

including periderm, cortex and hard bark and inner part

including soft bark. Divided bark samples were milled for

30 s by crusher (LR-04, Sansho industry), after the drying

for 8 h in 105 �C condition. NIR spectra of inner and outer

part of bark were measured in reflectance mode using

FT-NIR spectrometer [Matrix-F, Bruker optics, wave-

number (wavelength) range: 10000–4000 cm-1 (1000–

2500 nm), wavenumber interval: 4 cm-1, wavenumber reso-

lution: 8 cm-1].

DRC and TSC of latex were measured following the

standard method of Rubber Research Institute in Thailand

Fig. 1 Anatomical structure of

the bark of Para tuber tree
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[12] which referred to ISO 126: 1995 and ISO 124: 1997,

respectively.

For DRC, the samples of 5 ± 0.5 g of rubber content

without bubbles were weighed in stainless steel dishes,

with 0.0001 g resolution, using an electronic balance

(A200S, Sartorius, Germany). Distilled water (5 ml) was

then mixed into the sample and the dish was rotated by

hand. Then, 20 ml of 2 % acetic acid was added slowly and

the latex coagulated. The dish containing the sample was

then placed on a steam bath (WE760, Memmert, USA) for

approximately 10–20 min to complete coagulation, and the

clear serum was separated from the latex clumps. Then the

clumps of latex were washed by water and pressed by

rollers to obtain a thin sheet sample approximately 2 mm

thick, which was placed into a hot-air oven (UL600,

Memmert, USA) at 70 �C for 12–14 h to cure. The rubber

sheet samples were cooled in a dessicator for 30 min and

reweighed, and the % DRC was calculated by the formula

Dry rubber content (%) ¼ M1

M0
� 100 ð1Þ

where M0 = Weight of latex sample (g), M1 = Weight of

dried rubber sheet (g).

For TSC, the 1 ± 0.5 g rubber latex without bubble

sample was weighed in 80-cm-diameter Petri dish with

0.0001 g resolution electric balance (Adventurer AR2140,

OHAUS, USA). The latex was spread out on the dish by

tilting the dish and rotate it at the same time, and the

sample was kept in hot-air oven (UL600, Memmert, USA)

at 70 �C for 12–14 h. Then the samples were cooled in a

desiccator for 30 min, and weighed with the same balance

and then the %TSC was calculated by the formula

Total solids content (%) ¼ M1

M0
� 100 ð2Þ

where M0 = Weight of wet sample (g), M1 = Weight of

dried sample (g).

PLS-R

DRC and TSC were predicted by PLS-R analysis using

UV–NIR spectra. OPUS Quant 2 software (Bruker optics)

was used for data pre-processing and for the calculation

and validation of the PLS-R models. Optimum spectral pre-

treatment which gives lowest root mean square error of

cross-validation (RMSECV) was used for the calculation of

the PLS-R models with OPUS software. For calibration/

cross-validation, the spectral data sets were regressed

against the property of interest. The optimum number of

PLS components (Rank) was determined by full inner

cross-validation method (leave one out). Calibration, cross-

validation and test set validation performance were eval-

uated by the coefficient of determination (R2 for calibration

and r2 for cross-validation) between predicted and mea-

sured values, and RMSECV. Total of 57 latex samples

were available for the NIR spectral measurement. Fur-

thermore, a total number of 57 latex samples were divided

into 2 independent sample sets, i.e., a calibration set and a

prediction set to omit the over-fitting result that is more

realizable for future application. 30 % of samples (17

samples) were randomly selected as prediction set. A large

number of different spectral pre-treatments were applied

and were tested in combination over several wavenumber

ranges to find the best regression result.

Result and discussion

Variation of TSC, DRC and yield as a function

of tree age

Figure 2 shows the variation of TSC, DRC and yield as a

function of tree age. White filled circles indicate the

average value. The correlation coefficient value between

TSC, DRC, tree age and latex yield was shown in Table 1.

TSC and DRC have strong relation. TSC and DRC values

do not have any strong relation with tree age.

Prediction of rubber quality

DRC and TSC were predicted by PLS-R analysis using

UV-NIR spectra. Statistical value of conventionally mea-

sured TSC and DRC are shown in Table 2. Cross-valida-

tion results of PLS-R analysis are shown in Table 3.

Figure 3 shows relation between measured and predicted

value from spectra. Predicted TSC and DRC values from

UV–NIR spectra of latex were well corresponded to con-

ventionally measured value. The coefficients for determi-

nation of cross-validation of TSC and DRC were 0.96 and

0.97, respectively. RMSECV for each PLS-R model was

adequately small. The optimum number of PLS compo-

nents are 2 and 1 for TSC and DRC, respectively. The

coefficients for determination of test set validation of TSC

and DRC were 0.95 and 0.97, respectively. Determination

coefficients of test set validation are smaller compared to

that of cross-validation. However, they are still sufficiently

accurate. Although Sirisomboon et al. [11] reported the

accurate prediction of apparent viscosity of Para rubber

field latex and concentrated latex over the range of

1000–2500 nm, this study demonstrated the ability of

UV–NIR region (i.e., 370–1085 nm) as in-line prediction

of Para rubber quality. UV–NIR spectrophotometer

employed in this study was smaller and cheaper than the

conventional NIR spectrophotometer. As time-effective

and cost-effective evaluation tool is required, such device

will be promoted in latex factory.
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Variation in UV–NIR spectra

Figure 4 shows the (a) UV–NIR transmittance spectra

(380–1080 nm), (b) their first derivative spectra and

(c) correlation coefficient vector between derivative spectra

of latex and TSC values. Figure 5 also shows the (a) NIR

spectra of latex measured in reflectance mode and (b) cor-

relation coefficient vector between reflectance spectra of

latex and TSC values (1500–2500 nm). The experimental

arrangement has been described in detail elsewhere [11].

Well-resolved bands of natural rubber are seen at

1700–1780 and 2300–2500 nm in the NIR spectral region

(see. Fig. 5a). The CH first overtone gives a number of

bands from 1715 to 1780 nm, especially strong absorbance

features at 1716 nm consistent with chemical features

associated with the CH=CH, CH2 or CH3 vibrations [13]. It

was shown that the most evident differences between the

spectra of cis-1, 4 and trans-1, 4 polyisoprenes are in the

intensities of the absorption at 2466 nm assigned as com-

bination of C–H absorption mode [10]. Specifically, the

major peaks centered around 2310 nm can be assigned to

different methyl or methylene combination or overtone

vibrations [14–15]. Intense water band is apparent at

around 1950 nm. It is clear that the higher TSC latex

contained less water. Absorption intensity at 1715–

1780 nm and 2300–2500 nm increased as a function of

TSC value. The correlation coefficient value between

spectra and TSC value at water absorption peak is almost

-1, while that at 1715–1780 and 2300–2500 nm is almost

1, because TSC means the relative amount of total solid

content in latex which consists of water and total solid

constituents. In spite of continuing studies on the assign-

ment of isoprene, which is the major component of latex, in

ultraviolet (UV), NIR and mid-infrared (MIR) region

[14–18], there has been little research due to UV–NIR

spectra of latex. Rittiron [9] reported that the absorption

peak around 900 nm is due to CH3 and CH2 third overtone

of isoprene. In this study, absorption peak around 900 nm

increased as a function of TSC value (Fig. 4a, b). Intense

water band at 980 nm decreased with TSC values. The

tendency of water absorption bands and latex itself with

TSC value are quite similar between NIR region and UV–

NIR region.

NIR spectra of rubber tree bark

We also measured long wavelength NIR spectra of bark to

check the feasibility of on-site evaluation of latex quality

by measuring the NIR spectra of standing tree. There have

been little achievements of evaluation of latex quality due

Fig. 2 a DRC, b TSC and c Yield of latex as a function of age

Table 1 Relation between tree age, DRC, TSC and yield

Tree age DRC TSC Yield

Age 1.00

DRC 0.39 1.00

TSC 0.46 0.98 1.00

Yield -0.054 -0.37 -0.36 1.00
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Fig. 3 Relation between measured and predicted value of a DRC,

cross-validation, b TSC, cross-validation, c DRC, test set validation

and d TSC, test set validation. r2 coefficient of determination for

cross-validation, RMSECV root mean square error of cross-validation,

RPD ratios of performance to deviation. Solid line shows the

regression line constructed by PLS regression analysis and dashed
line shows target line

Table 2 Statistical value of TSC and DRC by conventional chemical method

Spectrophotometer Number of samples Average (%) Max. (%) Min. (%)

DRC 57 35.11 46.68 17.98

TSC 57 38.47 49.96 20.40

Table 3 Cross-validation results of PLS-R analysis for the prediction of TSC

Parameter A* B* Validation

method

Pre-treatment of spectra Wavenumber

(nm)

Factor r2 RMSECV RPD

DRC 57 0 Cross-validation 1st derivative ? straight line subtraction 773.4–937.1 1 0.9741 1.09 6.28

TSC 57 0 Cross-validation 2nd derivative 550.4–1001.4 2 0.9602 1.34 5.07

DRC 40 17 Test set validation 1st derivative ? straight line subtraction 773.4–937.1 1 0.9713 1.29 5.92

TSC 40 17 Test set validation 2nd derivative 550.4–1001.4 2 0.9468 1.63 4.78

r2 coefficient of determination for cross-validation, RMSECV root mean square error of cross-validation, RPD ratios of performance to deviation,

A* the number of calibration samples, B* the number of validation samples
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to NIR spectra of standing wood because depth of pene-

tration of NIR radiation is enough to reach sap wood.

However, as the purpose of this research is to detect the

latex information mainly included in that of bark, it might

be possible to evaluate the latex quality from standing tree.

In order to make good calibration curve for latex from NIR

spectra of para rubber tree, the absorption intensity of latex

must be relatively high value compared to other absorption

intensity of woody cell (cellulose, hemicelluloses, lig-

nin and extractives) and water. Figure 6 shows (a) NIR

reflectance spectra of latex, oven-dried bark inner part,

oven-dried bark outer part and oven-dried xylem, and (b, c)

second derivative spectra. These spectra are the average of

20 bark samples. The NIR spectra of the latex sample were

similar to that of isoprene reported by some researchers.

Absorption bands due to latex (1700, 1716, 1780, 2310 and

2446 nm) are also observed in NIR spectra of outer part of

bark, although same bands cannot be observed in the

spectra of inner part of bark and xylem. Absorption bands

around 1900 and 2400 nm are due to water. It is confirmed

by spectroscopic method that latex are more abundant in

outer part of bark than inner part. This result suggests that

the strict adjustment of optical focal point to acquire good

spectra of outer part of bark is required to get the spectral

signal of latex.

Conclusions

This study demonstrated the applicability of two kinds of

spectroscopy for the evaluation of latex quality at in-line or

on-site condition. UV–NIR (370–1085 nm) spectra of latex

in transmittance mode were employed for the prediction of

TSC and DRC values with aid of PLS-R. PLS-R analysis

using UV–NIR spectra of latex provided good regression

models between measured and predicted values for TSC

Fig. 4 a UV–NIR spectra of latex, b first derivative, c correlation

coefficient spectra between spectra of latex and TSC values

Fig. 5 a NIR reflectance spectra (1500–2500 nm) of latex, b corre-

lation coefficient spectra between MSC spectra of latex and TSC

values
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and DRC. As UV–NIR spectrophotometer employed in this

study was smaller and cheaper than the conventional NIR

spectrophotometer, it will be promoted for the in-line

measurement in latex factory. From the observation of near

infrared spectra, it was shown that there was more latex

signal in outer part of wood bark than in inner part of wood

bark. This result suggests that the focal point should be on

the outer part of bark to get the signal of latex when we

measure the spectra of standing tree.
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